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IN THE SILENCE  
(A PSYCHIC TONE-PICTURE)

Argument - This Tone-picture, (sketched as an instrumental song for the Piano, with descriptive text attached) serves to illustrate in tone-colors the mental attitude of "going into the Silence," as practiced by psychic students. The special object of this practice is the "awakening" and "uniting" the sub-conscious soul (the creative germ) with the conscious soul of our vital life. An experience which is known only and fully realized by such occult students who have faithfully pursued the proper methods and mental poise requisite to successful enfolding of the psychic vision. "Realization" points to conditions: primarily as seclusion, resignation and concentration and an abiding faith, will and perseverance to "seek the Light." Infinite Light (the creative source of the Universe) is co-existent with Infinite Power and Infinite Love.

In the depth of silent longing, the wakeful over-soul finds its response in "The Still Small Voice"

(The Retreat)
Largo grave  M.M. = 63
with resignation and silent emotion

(Self-communion)
Con anima  M.M. = 72  
sempre legatissimo e ben cantando
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"The Still Small Voice"

A-lone in si-lence, A-way from con-tent-ion, My in-ner

dolce

voice seeks its peace in the light. My vis-ion bright-ens, My soul has a-
dolcissimo

wakened, with con-scious de-light, I em-brace the light. my

ten.

Come a-rise

soul, To the sphere of light. Peace and joy a-waits thy sight.
molto rallentando

pp

decrescendo

espirando
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HEAR MY CRY, O GOD
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A double cantabile

Lead me to the rock that is higher than I.
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Also published for Low Voice.

Who Follows Thee O Lord
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Slowly
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